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About This Game

RC Quadcopter Racing Simulator

Practice racing or learn new freestyle tricks without the risk of crashing your real quad.

Features LOS (line of sight) and FPV (first person view) flying.
Includes self-leveling and acro mode as well as 3D flight mode (inverted thrust).

Supports control mode 1,2,3 and 4.
Ability to adjust settings for input rates, camera and physics.

Includes six sceneries as well as a racetrack generator that can generate millions of tracks automatically. Each track has a timed
race feature.

This is the classic version of FPV Freerider, there is also FPV Freerider Recharged which has some more detailed sceneries and
extra functions.

It is highly recommended to use a USB controller/RC radio. *

* Controllers that have been succesfully used include FrSKY Taranis, Spektrum, Devo, Turnigy, Flysky, Eachine, Graupner and
Futaba RC radios, Realflight and Esky USB Controllers, Logitech, Xbox and Playstation gamepads.
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Good Sauce. I'm playing it with a PC controller and it works fine, although I have had one issue with calibration going wonky
which I fixed. Feels good, looks good, I wish the extended tracks were on Steam as DLC, as I don't feel lik.e installing them
separately and managing that.

I'll be getting an FPV drone soon to try this with a radio controller through USB.. This is Terrible. Very good lightweight
drone\/quad sim (heck, I bought it 3 times already just to support the developer, and Freerider Recharged as well).
Being able to customize in-game physics allows you to tune the game to behave like your real-life quad if you have one, or
downtune it so it is not too frustrating to use for beginner, which helps with training. If you are a starting out, go on youtube and
find tutorials by Joshua Bardwell, they are REALLY helpful to new pilots - he uses this sim to go through lessons.
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